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Abstract―Opinion mining is a discipline or area of 

text classification which continues gives contribution 

in research field. Sentiment analysis is one another 

name of Opinion mining. Opinion Mining analyze 

and classify the user generated data like reviews, 

blogs, comments, articles etc. Nowadays every 

people use web services and gives their opinions 

about every field, domain or peoples. Ordinal 

regression problems with some similarities and 

differences can be said to be between classification 

and regression. The main objective of Opinion 

mining is Sentiment Classification i.e. to classify the 

opinion into positive or negative classes. There are 

basically two approaches first machine learning Or 

Supervised learning techniques and other 

unsupervised learning techniques. In this paper an 

unsupervised lexicon technique is used for Sentiment 

Classification. Opinion mining is a discipline which 

deals with analysis of such reviews. Feature based or 

feature level opinion mining is one of the opinion 

mining tasks. This paper focuses on feature based 

opinion mining. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Today internet and worldwide web become 

the necessary part of the human being. It provides a 

vital resource for finding any information about 

anything. It can be about any domain like business, 

entertainment, politics, and social media. Today 

people share their idea with everyone through 

internet and also take opinion form it. Web becomes 

a decision making resource. Everyone takes opinion 

before taking any decision, or buying any products 

etc. In general opinion may be the result of a people‟s 

personal feelings, beliefs, sentiments and desires etc. 

For this reason Opinion mining become popular 

research topic. Opinion mining is a type of text 

mining which classify the text into several classes. 

Sentiment analysis which also known as Opinion 

mining use algorithm techniques to cauterize the user 

opinions into positive, negative and neutral classes 

.This categorization of text is called polarity of text. 

The main objective of Sentiment analysis is 

classification of sentiment. It classifies the given text 

into three level document level, sentence level, and 

entity/aspect level. 

The document-level sentiment analysis 

problem is essentially as follows: given a set of 

documents D, a sentiment analysis algorithm 

classifies each document d ϵ D into one of the two 

classes „positive‟ or „negative‟. Positive label denotes 

that the document d expresses an overall positive 

opinion and negative label means that d expresses an 

overall negative opinion of the user. The document-

level sentiment analysis assumes that each document 

contains opinion of user about a single object. The 

current study mainly focuses on the sentiment 

analysis of Twitter data (tweets) using different 

machine learning algorithms to deal with ordinal 
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regression problems. In this paper, we propose an 

approach including pre-processing tweets, feature 

extraction methods, and constructing a scoring and 

balancing system, then using different techniques of 

machine learning to classify tweets under several 

classes. 

The aspect-level sentiment analysis on the 

other hand assumes that a document contains opinion 

about multiple aspects/entities of one or more objects 

in a document. It is therefore necessary to identify 

about which entity an opinion is directed at.  

II. FEATURE BASED OPINION MINING AND 

SUMMARIZATION 

As stated above, opinion mining can be done 

at document level, sentence level and feature level. 

This paper focus on feature level/ feature based 

opinion mining. The major tasks of feature based 

opinion mining are - (1) to identify the products 

features in review, (2) to determine opinion 

expressed by the reviewer (positive, negative or 

neutral), (3) summarize discovered information. 

Some researchers have proposed ontology based 

feature based opinion mining [2], domain-specific 

opinion extraction [3], and some other automated 

techniques for feature based opinion mining [1]. 

Almost all of these follow some basic steps to 

achieve their goal. 

 

Figure 2.1 Review Analysis 

III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Sentiment classification is the most widely 

studied and research topic nowadays. Basically there 

are two techniques for Sentiment analysis. First one 

is a supervised learning technique which is based on 

machine learning classifiers. It uses training on 

labelled data before they can be applied to the actual 

sentiment classification task. Naïve Bayesian, 

Support Vector Machines (SVM), maximum entropy 

etc. are existing supervised learning methods can be 

readily applied to sentiment classification. Several 

numbers of papers mentioning “sentiment analysis” 

focus on the specific application of classifying review 

as to their polarity [1]. 

The Second technique is based on lexicon 

which is also called unsupervised learning technique. 

It performs classification based on some fixed 

syntactic patterns that are likely to be used to express 

opinions. It classifies the document using semantic 

orientation or sentiment dictionary for computing 

sentiment polarity of a text. SOPMI- IR [Semantic 

Orientation - Pointwise Mutual Information-

Information Retrieval] algorithm is another 

unsupervised approach, which uses the mutual 
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occurrence frequency of selected words to compute 

the sentiment polarity [1]. 

Unsupervised learning is basically based on 

sentiment words. It performs classification based on 

some fixed syntactic patterns that are likely to be 

used to express opinions. The syntactic patterns are 

composed based on given a sentence; determine the 

part of speech for each word. Many words, especially 

common ones, can serve as multiple parts of speech. 

For example, "book" can be a noun ("the book on the 

table") or verb ("to book a flight"); "set" can be a 

noun, verb or adjective; and "out" can be any of at 

least five different parts of speech. Words of different 

POS may be treated differently. In Opinion mining 

adjectives are important indicators of opinions. The 

standard Penn Treebank POS tags are mostly used 

Standard POS tags. [1]. It computes semantic 

orientation of documents based on aggregated 

semantic orientation values of selected opinionated 

POS tags extracted from the document. 

A number of unsupervised learning 

approaches take the credit of first creating a 

sentiment lexicon in an unsupervised manner, and 

then determining the degree of positivity (or 

subjectivity) of a text unit via some function based on 

the positive and negative (or simply subjective) 

indicators, as determined by the lexicon, within it. 

There is lots of work had been done on unsupervised 

learning techniques.  

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper we are using unsupervised 

lexicon based method based on the SentiWordNet 

lexicon. In introduction section we had defined that 

sentiment analysis can be done either document level 

or aspect level. Here we are using aspect level 

sentiment analysis. No one can judge any review or 

blog using one single entity. There are lots of aspects 

through which one can identify it. These aspects may 

be positive or negative. Thus Aspect level analysis 

finds out the positive and negative aspects of any 

object. The main objective of aspect level analysis is 

to identify the features which are to be analyzed, 

extract these features and calculate its polarity. For 

this work we perform the following steps. 

DATA COLLECTION - The first step of opinion 

mining is to design a dataset. Here collect opinions 

from various sources. Taking reviews, blogs etc. of 

particular domain which is selected for analysis. 

Since aspect level analysis is based on aspects so we 

had search different websites, magazines for the 

identification of aspects. 

DATA PREPROCESSING - The data preparation 

step performs necessary data preprocessing and 

cleaning on the dataset for the subsequent analysis. 

Some commonly used preprocessing steps include 

removing non-textual contents and markup tags (for 

HTML pages), and removing information about the 

reviews that are not required for sentiment analysis, 

such as review dates and reviewers „names. 

FEATURE EXTRACTION - Feature identification 

and selection is most important task of opinion 

mining. There is more than one name for the same 

aspects. For example someone use “story of the book 

is good” or someone use “the storyline of the book is 

fantastic” but meaning of story and storyline is same. 

Hence also identify same synonym of the different 

aspects and design an aspect matrix. The following 

Table I describes an example of Aspect Matrix of 

web. 
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Table 1: Aspect Matrix 

POS TAGGING – After designing the aspect matrix 

parse the data using parser. POS tagger parses a 

sentence or document and tags each term with its part 

of speech. For POS tagging we used the Stanford 

POS tagger. This tagger used by splitting text data 

into sentences and to produce the part-of-speech tag 

for each word (whether the word is a noun, verb , 

adjective, etc.). The following shows a sentence with 

POS tags. 

CALCULATE SENTIMENT POLARITY – Now 

find out sentiment polarity using SentiWordNet. 

SentiWordNet is a lexical resource for opinion 

mining. SentiWordNet assigns to each synset of 

WordNet three sentiment numerical scores: Obj(s), 

Pos(s) and Neg(s) describing how Objective, Positive 

and Negative the terms contained in the synset are. 

Each of the three scores ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, and 

their sum is 1.0 for each synset and the entries 

contain the parts of speech category of the displayed 

entry, its positivity, its negativity, and the list of 

synonyms. The word or lemma present in the form 

lemma #sense-number, where the first sense 

corresponds to the most frequent and different word 

senses can have different polarities. The following 

two tables describe the SentiWordNet where Table II 

defines the SentiWordNet database record structure 

and Table III shows some sentiment scores associated 

to SentiWordNet entries. 

There are mainly two methods of 

SentiWordNet. First one is SWN(AAC) which is 

Adverb+Adjective combination and another is 

SWN(AAAVC) which is Adverb+Adjective, 

Adverb+Verb combination. We apply both this 

methods for finding out of sentiment polarity of all 

aspects in one review. Similarly find out polarity for 

all reviews. Then aggregate score for a particular 

aspect from all the reviews and find out a net score of 

that aspect. At the end generate a sentiment profile 

with respect to selected aspects and their sentiment 

score. 

DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In this paper we are using multiple dataset 

where some of them are existing dataset and some of 

them are new dataset. For the implementation of 

SentiWordNet we use java Netbeans IDE. 

V. RESULT 

Feature based opinion mining and 

summarization is challenging field for researchers. It 

is useful for individuals as well as for organization. 

There are many approaches for it. But there is no 

automated technique that mines opinions that are 

hidden between the lines. In case of context-

independent feature based opinion mining less work 

is done. For feature based opinion mining and 

summarization different tools like RapidMiner, 
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WordNet, SentiWordNet, POSTagger, Crawlers and 

Parsers can be used. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Opinion mining become popular research 

area due to the increasing number of internet users, 

social media etc. Here we have work on aspect level 

analysis using SentiWordNet. The method used here 

is very simple and domain independent. In this paper 

we present our experiment with reviews which 

generate great result. In future we will work it with 

the blogs. Also improve the accuracy of the method. 

The summary is not only useful to common 

customers, but also for product manufactures. The 

primary area of future work is to improve the method 

of calculate the score/strength of words and use our 

summarization system end to end in practice. 
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